ASSOCIATION OF ENERGY ENGINEERS

CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT

AEE chapter members have the opportunity to meet with professionals in their area, hear guest experts speak on issues of regional importance, participate in plant tours and other chapter functions, and stay up to date on advances in the energy industry. The relationships built among chapter members can prove valuable, both professionally and personally.

The AEE chapter network currently includes over 100 chapters around the globe. The Chapter Leadership Meeting held each year in conjunction with the World Energy Engineering Congress gives chapter leaders from around the world the opportunity to meet face to face and share experiences with each other.

Because AEE believes its chapters play an important role in the opportunities presented to its members, we encourage the establishment of chapters in areas that don't yet have them. Energy professionals interested in taking on the challenging but rewarding goal of setting up an AEE chapter in his/her area should contact the Executive Administrator at whit@aeecenter.org for help in getting started.